
Sunday morning in Cape Town...definitely cooler and a drop of rain.  Has high Summer passed? 
 
Looks like I‟m going to be „Sir‟ for 50 minutes this week as I do a session in a local school that is using SDI in its 
relationship training.  The last time I stood up in front of students was 1987 which in any language is a long time ago.  
I‟m really looking forward to it...I might even hunt out a tie to wear but maybe that‟s one step too far! 
 
Two genius people...one dead, that‟s Whitney Houston...and the other “retired,” that‟s Thierry Henry who scored the 
winner for Arsenal yesterday in his last league match.   
 
It seems that shaking hands is now the problematic issue in English football.  If you can‟t beat them...don‟t shake hands 
with them. 
 
Watched the South African State of the Union address on the television.  It looked like a Weight Watchers convention.   
There are some seriously obese politicians in SA.  I‟m not exactly thin myself...positively cheered me up. 
 
Had some pics done recently so I‟ll be updating my mugshot on the website and other documents.  Tempus fugit is the 
problem here but, I guess, we all suffer from that one as any reference to your passport photo will testify. 
 
Meeting on Friday to discuss the launch of Have a Nice Conflict on the SA market.  It should be in the bookshops next 
month and it‟ll be quite a boost to our business. 
 
 
Enjoy your week. 
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Value creating reading for business professionals 

12th February 2012 

This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

I‟m now a peripatetic coffee drinker in Newlands since my regular place has closed.  It reopens next week with new 

owners so we‟ll see what sort of improvements they‟ve managed during the closure period.   

Had dinner at The Vineyard.  The tasting menu at Myoga is OK value at R220 but they‟ve got a long journey in front of 

them if they wish to become “fine dining.”  Improvement is an exponential curve.  Each improvement step requires a 

many fold level of improvement and The Vineyard has quite a lot to do if it wants to move up to the top league. 

I‟ll do a couple of reviews in Trip Advisor.  I enjoy posting comments there. 

Aiming at a couple of cinema trips this week...reviews to follow.  We‟re way behind the UK and US markets so it won‟t 

be anything that you haven‟t seen. 

 

The Russian believed his brain had psychic powers to stop vehicles 'dead' in their tracks. The woman laughed when 

she said, 'dead.' This man was not a garden lunatic, he was a famous mentalist by the name of E. Frenkel. Evidently he 

had started small--a bicycle here, an automobile there, the occasional streetcar. Methodically he went about 

determining the largest mass his brain could stop by sheer force of will. 

The Russian psychic came to believe that he needed to put himself in mortal peril to find the upper limit. "In 

extraordinary conditions of a direct threat to my organism, all reserves will be called into action," and even the mass of a 

train could be deflected. With confidence, he tossed his briefcase aside and stepped onto the tracks, with arms raised, 

head lowered, and body tensed, he waited. The engineer was quick to apply the emergency brakes, but momentum 

took its unswerving course. As a child would know, a train is more than a match for a brain, and that fatal experiment 

was the end of the distinguished career of E. Frenkel.  

Searching for value 
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Season ticket 

 
My season ticket arrived this week for all the Stormers/Western Province games in 2012. 
 
This caused me to ante up a decent sum of money in advance in return for which I get a 
guaranteed seat to all games. 
 
From a sales point of view there‟s a win/win here.  Newlands get a decent sum of money up 
front when many of the games would not be sell outs. 
 
I get a seat for all games especially the sell outs which have more value for me...i.e the Bulls 
and Sharks games and any semi finals/finals involved. 
 
If you can get your customers to pay up front for a large volume of material which they would 
probably have bought piece meal anyway you‟re doing wonders for your cash flow and 
you‟re locking them in on a loyalty basis. 
 
If they can see a value proposition i.e  a discount or material availability then everyone‟s a 
winner. 
 
Look at your customer base and try to sell them a season ticket.  Could be a winner. 
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Opportunity Cost 
 
 
One of the areas of concern that separates the pros from the amateurs is the concept of 
Opportunity Cost. 
 
The pros understand that time and effort does not come free and must be costed into a deal.  
Amateurs give their time and effort for “free” and do not cost it into the deal. 
 
I recently gave up a discount for volume when I realised that to achieve it I had to spend a couple 
of hours time to participate in the scheme and I value my time more than I value the discount I 
received in return. 
 
In any deal time is money.  There‟s little point in spending two days negotiating a tough deal just 
to save less than two days‟ “money” in terms of the time and expense all everyone involved.  
Sometimes a fast deal can save a great deal of cost especially if travel and accommodation are 
involved. 
 
The next time you do a Total Cost of Ownership calculation ensure that both Time and Effort and 
factored into the equation. 


